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Like plate tectonics, there are times in which elements of society drift apart 
without anyone noticing.  But then suddenly, an earthquake erupts, 
awakening us to the gaping chasm between us.  Perhaps this best describes 
the events of this past May, in which violence between Israel and Gaza 
unleashed a tidal wave of animosity and vitriol towards the Jewish state, led 
by scores of younger Americans, many of them Jews.  Street protests and 
demonstrations called for both the end of the occupation and quite often, the 
outright destruction of the state of Israel.  In some instances, angry marches 
gave way to violence, with synagogues vandalized and Jews beaten for their 
assumed support of Israel. 
 
 

While we have seen much of this before, what is new is the increasing 
disaffiliation from Israel demonstrated by younger American Jews. This past 
June, following the conflict, the non-profit Jewish Electorate Institute polled 
a range of American Jews regarding their feelings about Israel and found a 
widening gap between older Jews and those under 40.  While 1 in 4 
American Jews accuse Israel as being an apartheid state - a worrying 
statistic already - the number for younger American Jews is 1 in 3.  While 1 
in 5 American Jews accuse Israel of committing genocide against the 
Palestinians the rate drops to 1 in 3 for Jews under 40.  While 1 in 10 
American Jews feel that Israel does not have a right to exist, the number for 
younger American Jews is 1 in 5.  It is clear that our youth are displaying 
greater indifference if not outright hostility towards the Jewish state.  How 
can we understand this? 

 
 

I have spoken to many parents within our congregation, concerned to see 
their adult children displaying such alienation from Israel. Some have 
approached me, asking for advice in speaking with their kids.  Others have 
asked if I can speak to their children for them, as they do not know what to 
say and feel unable or unqualified to speak about Israel and the Palestinian 
conflict.  And frankly, I empathize with them.  I have had the opportunity to 
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speak with a few young adults from our own community and hear their deeply 
critical feelings about Israel and how we teach about it in our 
community.  And later in this talk, I will propose a way to listen to and 
understand these views.  But as Rabbi, I’d like to take this opportunity to 
share my thoughts as well.  And in all, I believe that the changing climate 
around Israel is due to four major factors.   
 
 

First, we cannot skate around the issue of the ongoing occupation of the 
Palestinian people.  Yes, we can speak about the origins of the occupation, 
continued Palestinian intransigence against compromise, Palestinian 
institutional corruption, and the ever present threat of violence and terrorism 
against Israeli Jews.  But the fact remains that for the past 54 years, the 
Palestinians living in the West Bank have not held complete agency over 
their borders, movement and economic development. And after 54 years, we 
can no longer pretend that this occupation is temporary and that a two state 
solution is right around the corner. With every new settlement erected, the 
possibility of such a solution recedes.  Even in Gaza, which has been 
unoccupied since 2005, Israel controls what comes in and out and who is 
able to enter or leave.  Whether you believe the security situation merits this 
control, the limitations on freedom nonetheless exist.  This is not a left wing 
position but freely discussed and understood within Israeli discourse and the 
halls of the Knesset.  And for progressive American Jews, many raised upon 
the Jewish value of tikun olam - the repair of the world - the ongoing 
occupation casts a moral stain upon the Jewish state.  This can not be 
overlooked or explained away.   
 
 

At the same time, it would be naive to believe that if tomorrow Israel were to 
announce an immediate withdrawal to the 1967 borders, it would be warmly 
welcomed into the brotherhood of nations.  After all, Israel’s enemies 
attempted to destroy her in both 1947 and 1967, long before a single 
settlement had been built, and weathered a series of pre-state pogroms and 
murderous violence against Jews.  Hamas’ charter clearly states that the end 
of settlements is not the goal; only the full destruction of the land of Israel will 
suffice.  And when protestors call to free Palestine from the river to the sea, 
knowingly or not, they are calling for the eradication of Jews from the entire 
region.  And yet despite all of this, the settlements remain a deeply 
complicating and odious element for many American Jews, especially those 
under 40, who have only known Israel as an occupying force.   



 
 

Second, militant depiction of Israel was supercharged under the leadership 
of former Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and more recently, former 
President Donald Trump.  Under Netanyahu’s record 12 years at the helm, 
in coalition with right wing and religious parties, Israel accelerated its 
development of the settlements, displayed open hostility toward Israel’s Arab 
population and often spurned American Jews, including negating a planned 
egalitarian section of the western wall and refusing to recognize non-
orthodox weddings.  The highly touted partnership between Netanyahu and 
Trump only further soured younger, progressive American Jews against 
Israel.  As Israelis tend to assess American presidents based on their 
international policies, namely, taking a hard line against Israel’s enemies, 
American Jews increasingly value domestic policies, like voting rights and 
healthcare.  And so younger and more liberal American Jews stood aghast 
when Israelis overwhelmingly clamored for Trump.  And Israelis scratched 
their heads to see American Jews not prioritizing their Jewish brethren at the 
polls.  Both sides got the message: our priorities are misaligned.  Those 
Jews living across the world neither share my values nor care about my well-
being.  They are not like me.  And so the communities grew further distanced 
from one another.         
  
Third, we cannot overstate the impact of the American political climate, 
significantly influenced by the Black Lives Matter and Me Too movements, 
which places the cardinal sins of racism, bias and inequality at the very heart 
of American debate.  It is no wonder that as our youth fight for equality and 
freedom here in the United States, they cast their gaze across the 
Mediterranean and judge the Jewish state by the same parameters.  While 
equal standards are certainly laudable, it can also be dangerously 
misleading to understand the complex details of the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict through an American lens.   
 
 

Israeli journalist Matti Friedman writes about the tendency of Americans to 
view foreign conflicts like our own.  He points to Leon Uris’ famous epic 
Exodus and the subsequent movie, featuring the blond haired, blue eyed, 
Paul Newman, in which Israel is portrayed through patently American 
eyes.  Exodus is not really a story about Israel but rather about America 
within an Israeli backdrop.  Friedman argues that Western observers are 
often similarly tempted to see foreign countries as mirrors of their own, 
because it makes the story more compelling, relatable and palatable for 



members of their audience. Unfortunately, this also means they can analyze 
other societies without going to the considerable trouble of learning about 
them, studying the language and spending one minute living there.   
 
 

And so for many younger American Jews, if Black Lives Matter demands that 
I stand in solidarity with abused minority populations of color, then 
Palestinians deserve no less.  Such a connection overlooks so many crucial 
facts: that most Israelis are equally people of color, that Israel has made 
repeated attempts to make peace and share the land, that unlike the African 
American community, Palestinian leaders have engaged in terrorism to 
pursue their goals and refuse to acknowledge Israel's right to exist.  But such 
a rebuttal requires nuance and knowledge.  
 
 

A conflict that looks nothing like our own issues here in the US; one between 
two peoples who both hold indigenous claims to the same plot of land, is 
somehow understood as akin to American colonialism and imperialism. 
Israel’s support for Jewish peoplehood is understood as ethno-
nationalism.  Creating a contiguous border is ethnic cleansing.  Gaza is 
Ferguson.  The Palestinians are George Floyd and Israelis are Dereck 
Chauvin, with their knees upon their necks.  And everything I ever needed to 
know about Israel I learned through my Instagram feed.  As so many memes 
summarize, “It’s just that simple”.  The only problem is, it never is.  
 
 

Of course, these hastily constructed metaphors fail to hold any nuance or 
understanding of the situation.  But defending against them requires 
knowledge of Jewish history and political science.  No wonder our 
congregants feel so overwhelmed that they ask for the rabbi to talk to their 
children about Israel.  Which brings us to the fourth and final factor towards 
the lack of affinity towards Israel by younger American Jews: privilege. 
 
 

My grandfather Samuel Epstein was a proud Jew, an engaged member of 
the Jewish community and a strong Zionist.  I have a picture of him standing 
in Two Aviv, realizing his dream to finally visit Israel, with a wide grin on his 
face, taking in the scenery.  Samuel’s parents had both fled Poland to escape 
murderous pogroms and later the Holocaust.  His family settled in Skokie, 
Illinois, where the Klu Klux Klan famously marched to remind the Jewish 
community that they were not welcome and would never be fully 
accepted.  No one needed to explain to my grandpa Sam why Jews needed 



safe refuge in a country of their own.  His mother did not have to ask the 
rabbi to talk to her son about why Israel should exist.  His synagogue was 
not criticized for doing a poor job of educating him on the specifics of Israeli 
history and international relations.  And no one would dare make the case to 
my grandpa Sam that Zionism was racist or a form of colonialism.   
 
 

Back then, the story was fairly simple.  For 2,000 years, our lack of a Jewish 
homeland had left us vulnerable to attack and abuse.  The founding of the 
State of Israel was not only a form of restorative justice, but an ailment to 
Jewish insecurity throughout the world, because for the first time, we had a 
place to go.  Zionism’s greatest achievement was that it ended Jewish 
homelessness.  Even for those Jews living in the diaspora, Zionism meant 
that our host countries could no longer threaten us with exile and cajole us 
into obedience.  Now, we Jews would have a homeland that would never 
turn its back on us.  Finally, we Jews, just like every other people, would 
have the opportunity to live in our own land, protected by our own people.   
 
 

Fast forward to today and despite the ongoing threat of anti-semitism, the 
fact is that most younger American Jews do not feel vulnerable.  They don’t 
think about needing a place to go.  On the contrary, they feel the weight of 
privilege.  
 
 

And so the actor Seth Rogen can make news by talking about how Israel 
makes no sense to him and why, if you are trying to protect a people, you 
would put them all in the same place where they can be attacked.  Rogen 
intimates that we Jews would actually be safer by returning to a purely 
diasporic existence, spread among the nations but without a home of our 
own.  And such a viewpoint can only be voiced by someone of extreme 
privilege, who themselves has never had to flee or seek shelter from ethnic 
violence.  And this might be true for Rogen, who grew up in a wealthy 
Vancouver suburb.  But try telling the Jews of Yemen, Iraq or Tunisia, that 
they would have been better off without Israel when their own countries 
turned against them.  Or the Jews of Argentina, where 20 years ago the 
economy collapsed and suddenly the Jewish population was predictably 
scapegoated, leading to a mass emigration to Israel.  Zionism can only be 
understood once stripped from the veneer of privilege.  And in 21st century 
America, our Jewish youth are more likely to feel the guilt of white privilege 
than the insecurity of minority status.  And then Instagram memes and 



TikTok videos heap on, portraying Israel through this perverted American 
lens: white privileged Jews benefiting from the systemic racism of an 
indigenous people; even though not a word of that sentence is remotely 
accurate.   
 
 

Once this happens, you can kiss your facts goodbye.  The Palestinian 
population can steadily grow, easily outpacing its Israeli counterpart, yet 
Israel can be accused of genocide.  A country which features members of 
the ethnic minority on its supreme court, in its legislative majority coalition, 
and freely throughout state and industry can be condemned as Apartheid.  A 
wall erected to quell an onslaught of suicide bombings can be called 
segregation.  These labels are no accident.  Take whatever qualities might 
be considered most odious to younger Americans and you will find them 
directed at Israel.  Racist.  Colonialist.  Ethno-
nationalist.  Imperialist.  Genocidal.  In this critique, Israel is not only 
portrayed as morally flawed, but the modern equivalent of the seven deadly 
sins.  What my Grandpa Sam understood as a modern miracle has been 
recast as a blight upon humanity.  Israel has been rebranded as un-
American.   
 
 

--- 

 
 

So there’s my unbiased opinion.  But as I tragically fall out of that under-40 
bracket, I don’t assume that you all agree with me, and certainly not all of our 
kids.  As I mentioned earlier, I have sat with younger members of our 
congregation and heard scathing rebukes of the Jewish State.  And while I 
might vehemently disagree, I also realize that if I am going to suggest 
maintaining a semblance of humility when approaching the Jewish state, I 
need to demonstrate that ability as well.  And so after all of this talking, I will 
cede the platform and invite you to join me in the process of listening.   
 
 

This year, we will be embarking on a survey of the wide spectrum of views 
about Israel, including many representatives of those under 40.  For those in 
person, please find our adult education catalog on your chairs.  For those at 
home, it was included in your temple bulletin and also may be found online: 
https://images.shulcloud.com/.../AdultEd2021-2022booklet.pdf.  Please join me for this 
monthly series in which we will confront divergent opinions about Israel from 
experts in the field and hear about how our community is seeking to redefine 
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the relationship between Israeli and American Jews.  Let us keep our ears 
to ground, lest the tectonic shifts below continue unnoticed.  I ask you to 
bring your questions but not your preconceived ideas or biases.  I will do my 
best to do the same.   
 
 

May this year of 5782 present us with opportunities to learn and grow, by 
making ourselves available to opinions we do not share.  Perhaps we might 
eventually find common ground, not in forced belief that everything Israel 
does is right, or that everything Israel does is wrong, but in having a reason 
to care for the welfare of the one Jewish State, and that it fulfill the utopian 
vision as articulated by the prophet Isaiah:          

ְךְוָהְל֥כּו ג ֵ֑ ִ֖ם ְלאֹור  ֹוי    

Vehalchu Goyim Le’orech 

to serve as a light upon the nations    

ְך׃ ֵֽ ַגּה ַזְרח  ים ְלנ ֹ֥ ִ֖  ּוְמָלכ 

u’Melachim lengah zarchech 

And for her neighbors a source of splendor  

 


